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ABSTRACT

A CMYK image is often viewed as a large amount of device-dependent data ready to be printed. In several circun-
stances, CMYK data needs to be compressed, but the conversion to and from device-independent spaces is imprecise
at best. In this paper, with the goal of compressing CMYK images, color space transformations were studied. In
order to have a practical importance we developed a a new transformation to a YYCC color space, which is device-
independent and image-independent, i.e. a simple linear transformation between device-dependent color spaces. The
transformation from CMYK to YYCC was studied extensively in image compression. For that a distortion measure
that would account for both device-dependence and spatial visual sensitivity has been developed. It is shown that
transformation to YYCC consistently outperforms the transformation to other device-dependent 4D color spaces
such as YCbCrK, while being competitive with the image-dependent KLT-based approach. Other interesting con-
clusions were also drawn from the experiments, among them the fact that color transformations are not always
advantageous over independent compression of CMYK color planes and the fact that chrominance subsampling is
rarely advantageous.

1. INTRODUCTION

Images for monitor display are commonly stored or transmitted in popular color spaces such as RGB, CIELAB,
YUV, YCbCr, etc..1,2 Images to be printed are commonly rendered in a subtractive color space such as CMYK.1,2

Sometimes documents contain pictures in other color spaces which are then converted to CMYK for printing.

It is often necessary to compress CMYK images for a number of reasons, such as bandwidth or memory reduction.
Fig. 1 shows a printing system path in which a CMYK image bitmap is generated and possibly compressed. JPEG3

is a standard for image compression and is widely used. Other compressors such as SPIHT4 are becoming very
popular and work is underway to define a new standard for still-image compression.5 In this paper we use only
JPEG for three basic reasons. First, JPEG is a well-known standard so we assume the readers are well aware
of its performance. Second, our tests involve comparisons whose results are not likely to change by replacing the
coding mechanism. Last, as a standard, it is the coder in which most readers would actually use the results of this
paper. We here study color transformation for compression of CMYK. Similar to the way in which RGB images are
commonly converted to luminance-chrominance color spaces such as YCbCr before compression, we would like to
understand which transformations would be the best to apply to CMYK images for the same purpose. Along with
color transformations we also discuss the applicability of subsampling for chrominance planes.

Most of the contents of this paper are also available in its Journal version.6

2. DEVICE-DEPENDENCE FOR COLOR SPACES

Color values and color spaces are dependent on a particular imaging or input device for which they were prepared or
from which they were acquired. Good color management practice demands color correction for the printing device,7,8

invlving both gamut mapping procedures as well as color correction. We will refer to both steps as simply color
correction. When preparing CMYK data from image data in a known color space to image data to be imaged in
a particular printer, the color correction process not only maps the input gamut to the device’s gamut but it also
incorporates other factors such as under-color removal (UCR) and tone-reproduction curves (TRC). Those steps are
commonly based on a printer model7,8 which is empirically derived. CMYK is generally a device-dependent color
space. CMYK here refers to device-CMYK where the device is known. The dependence on a device is also true
for all color spaces derived from CMYK unless a printer-model-based mapping is performed. It is clear that the
conversion between color spaces such as CIELAB and device-CMYK is an ill-posed problem, not only because it
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Figure 1. Typical (simplified) image path of a high-end printing device, where PDL stands for page description
languages, e.g. postcript.

converts between 3 and 4 color bases, but also because it is not a linear process. Thus, invertibility is not guaranteed.
One might be able to invert the UCR strategy and obtain RGB values, but they still would be device-space RGB
values. Those values have little meaning until they are translated into a standard (reference) space. CIELAB is one
possible space.2 Inversion is possible if the image’s ICC profile9 or the printer model (for the device for which the
CMYK values were derived) is available. Several devices, including xerographic and non-xerographic printers, are
considered.

Conversion from, for example, CIELAB to CMYK is commonly performed through a multidimensional look-up
table (LUT). CMYK images in this paper were created by submitting the input image (in for example CIELAB)
through the device’s own color correction LUT. Thus, each device is associated to one printer model LUT (CMYK to
CIELAB or to RGB) and to one color correction LUT (CIELAB to CMYK), which are hopefully the inverse of each
other and can be inferred from the device’s ICC profile. For the printer model and color correction tables used in
this paper, the conversion between CIELAB and CMYK, back and forth, yields average ∆E below 2.7 for all images
and devices.

Said that, it is understood that all conversions in this paper between CIELAB and CMYK were performed using
the proper LUTs (color correction or printer model).

3. A DISTORTION MEASURE

A compression mechanism must be evaluated through its rate-distortion (RD) trade-off so we need to define a
distortion measure. In color management, CIE’s ∆E∗

ab
10,11 is a common error measure for color patches. (We use the

notation ∆E as a shorthand to ∆E∗
ab.) For natural images the spatial-CIELAB difference metric has been proposed,12

in which linear filtering is applied to luminance-chrominance color planes and then CIE ∆E∗
ab is computed on a pixel-

by-pixel basis forming an error image. We propose a practical simplified variation of the spatial CIELAB and refer
to it as S∆E.

The distortion measure (S∆E) between two CMYK images used in this paper is performed in a standard color
space and is obtained as in Fig. 2. Each image is mapped to Xerox RGB (D50) from CMYK through its corresponding
printer model LUT. RGB values are converted to YCbCr through JPEG’s popular linear transformation.3 Next,
each luminance channel is filtered with an 11 × 11 filter hL(m, n), while each chrominance channel is filtered with
an 11× 11 filter hC(m, n). The filter size is ad-hoc and was set as 11 only for avoiding excessive computation while
not restricting the filtering capabilities too much. Any other size could be used. The resulting filtered images are
converted to CIELAB (no color correction) from which ∆E(m, n) (CIE 76) is measured for every pixel (m, n). S∆E
is taken simply as the average of the ∆E(m, n).

The proposed measure is simply the average error in a perceptually uniform color space, with the only difference
being that the images are prefiltered to remove details of low visibility, which for all purposes are considered to
be invisible. This is exactly the idea of spatial-CIELAB12 and our process is essentially a variation of the spatial-
CIELAB to account for minor things such as computation. Computation just plays a role in devising a distortion
measure because we intend to run a very large number of experiments whose distortion has to be computed and
we did not want distortion measurement to inviabilize experiments. For that reason, we want to keep the filtering
process as simple as possible.

In order to better remove invisible error patterns, one may try to approximate the human visual system (HVS),
whose transfer function is complex and non-linear. Linear transfer function approximations of the HVS have been
attempted by several researchers by analyzing the sensitivity of observers to sinusoidal gratings of monochrome
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Figure 2. Computation of S∆E, the reference distortion measure used in this paper. The CMYK images are
converted to Xerox RGB through a LUT and then linearly converted using transformation T1 to YCbCr. Distinct
filters (hL and hC) derived from the HVS are applied to luminance and chrominance channels. The filtered images
are finally converted through transformation T2 to CIELAB. Thus, the final output is a “filtered” CIELAB image.
The error measure from comparing two CIELAB images is simply the average euclidean distance among all pixels.

Table 1. Luminance (left) and chrominance (right) filters.
0 0 0 1 2 3 2 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 4 8 10 8 4 1 0 0

0 1 5 13 28 38 28 13 5 1 0

1 4 13 37 77 103 77 37 13 4 1

2 8 28 77 161 216 161 77 28 8 2

3 10 38 103 216 289 216 103 38 10 3

2 8 28 77 161 216 161 77 28 8 2

1 4 13 37 77 103 77 37 13 4 1

0 1 5 13 28 38 28 13 5 1 0

0 0 1 4 8 10 8 4 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 2 3 2 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 -5 -8 -5 0 1 0 0

0 1 2 -1 -13 -24 -13 -1 2 1 0

1 2 3 -1 -27 -51 -27 -1 3 2 1

0 -1 -1 1 11 21 11 1 -1 -1 0

-5 -13 -27 11 224 418 224 11 -27 -13 -5

-8 -24 -51 21 418 780 418 21 -51 -24 -8

-5 -13 -27 11 224 418 224 11 -27 -13 -5

0 -1 -1 1 11 21 11 1 -1 -1 0

1 2 3 -1 -27 -51 -27 -1 3 2 1

0 1 2 -1 -13 -24 -13 -1 2 1 0

0 0 1 0 -5 -8 -5 0 1 0 0

images.13–17 The sensitivity is a non-linear function of image intensities but the linear system approximation yields
somewhat reasonable results. Studies to better comprehend the human sensitivity to chrominance signals are still
under way. In reality the 1D transfer function of the HVS is a multidimensional function, depending on location of
end points (minimum and maximum) of the sinusoidal grating within the gamut as well as on the frequency. In other
words, one has to test sinusoids for all directions in the 3D gamut and for different sinusoid frequency and amplitudes.
This comes as no surprise, since color images (with 3 bases) are Riehmannian surfaces in a 5D space, then the the
human sensitivity has to be a 5D function involving the 3 color coordinates and the two spatial orientations.

In our simplification efforts we employ some ad-hoc restrictions: a separable model, filter size (support) of 11×11,
and linear-phase (symmetric) filters. The filters used for luminance and chrominance were derived from known HVS
transfer curves which were mapped to simpler functions. The luminance model was chosen as14

H(f) = 2.46(0.1 + 0.25 f)e−0.25f (1)

where f is given in number of cycles per degree (cpd) of visual angle subtended and where the peak occurs at 3.75
cpd. The chrominance curve is simply

H(f) = e−0.205f . (2)

It is necessary to determine the maximum visible frequency which is a function of resolution and viewer distance from
the image. As a reference we have chosen a resolution of 300 pixels per inch (ppi) and a distance of 12 inches from
the image. By least squares FIR design of separable filters we found approximation filters for luminance (hL(m, n))
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Figure 3. Computation of YYCC. “I” means inversion and T is an RGB-YCbCr transformation.

and chrominance (hC(m, n)) which are given in Table 1. Not only are shorter filters faster to compute, but they
also avoid the artificial periodic extension implied when filtering is performed in the DFT domain. Long periodic
filters with very poor spatial resolution, often produce localized artifacts. In other words we trade poorer frequency
selectivity for better space localization.

Assuming, the printer model is fixed and “optimal” the parameters in our distortion measure are: filter coefficients
and size; color space for filtering; and computation of S∆E from the error image. The choices made here are somewhat
ad-hoc, although reasonable. In any case, the goal of filtering is merely to remove low-visibility noise which interfere
with MSE-type error measures. Furthermore, the reader must have in mind that nowhere in this paper is S∆E
taken as an absolute value, but is used to compare different compression methods. Several of the results in the next
sections were also recomputed with variations in filter design and S∆E computation. The relative performance of
different algorithms was unchanged. Thus, the specific choice of parameters for our distortion measure are not likely
to influence any conclusion drawn from this paper.

As a comparison, the PSNR between the CMYK images in the native device-CMYK spaces were also computed
and will be presented as an alternative error measure.

4. THE CMYK TO YYCC TRANSFORMATION

Because of the difficulties in converting to and from device-dependent 4-dimensional color spaces, the CMYK separa-
tions are usually compressed independently. In a JPEG framework this translates into compressing 4 color channels
at full resolution. In a recent standard,18 JPEG defined a file format and several color spaces for compression. The
options for 4 dimensional color spaces are CMYK, CMY and YCbCrK. CMY is a 3D color space where the ink
coverage is fixed. YCbCrK derives from CMYK, in which CMY is converted to RGB and from there to YCbCr. In
this case, the black channel K remains untouched.

We introduce yet another 4 dimensional device-independent color space. Fig. 4 shows CMYK planes for one of
the test images color corrected for the xerographic printer. For most device calibrations, luminance components are
heavily built into the K channel. By inverting CMY into RGB and converting to Y’CbCr (where Y’ was introduced
only to differentiate the luminance “Y” from the yellow component), the resulting luminance component Y’ also
contains much of the luminance of the original image. The color channels for Y’CbCr derived from CMY are shown
in Fig. 5. We propose to also invert K, obtaining a “white” channel (W=1-K). The W channel is then combined with
the luminance of YCbCr. Note that the sharp edges of the luminance channels are also represented in the W channel
(Fig. 4). We propose to try to remove the extra redundancy between the Y and W channels mainly in regards to
sharp edges. In our proposal, we produce two output channels from Y and W: one (Y+) contains the average of Y
and W and the other (Y−) contains the difference between them. We refer to the resulting color space as YYCC,
short for Y+Y−CbCr. The overall transformation diagram is shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 6(h)(i) show the Y+, Y−, Cb
and Cr images, which can be compared to the images in Fig. 4. Y+ resembles Y, but the sharp edges in W seem
to have been incorporated into Y+ instead of Y−. Note in Fig. 6 that Y− has characteristics of both luminance and
chrominance channels and softer edges. This facilitates compression as sharp edges are more concentrated in one
channel. In other words, compression in YYCC space demands compression of images in Fig. 6, while compression
in YCbCrK space demands compression of images in Fig. 5, plus the K channel in Fig. 4 and compression of the
CMYK channels demands compression of the images in Fig. 4.

Another issue in the compression of color images is the subsampling factor for each color plane. It is a common
practice to subsample chrominance signals in a YCbCr color space by a factor of 2 in each direction. Similar benefits



Figure 4. Color planes of the reference CMYK image, inverted for consistency with a subtractive color space. From
left to right: CMY (inverted to RGB) and K (inverted to W or “white”).

Figure 5. Y’CbCr planes corresponding to CMY planes of reference CMYK image, where the luminance space
was denoted as Y’ to differentiate it from the yellow component. CMY was inverted to RGB and then converted to
Y’CbCr.

Figure 6. Resulting color planes corresponding to the reference image, after conversion to YYCC or Y+Y−CbCr.
From left to right: Y+ = 1

2 (Y+W); Y− = 1
2 (Y-W); Cb; and Cr. Y here denotes the luminance component and not

the yellow one.
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Figure 7. RD plots comparing CMYK, YCbCrK and YYCC averaged over several images for a xerographic printer.
Tests were made with and without chrominance subsampling.

are expected by subsampling Cb and Cr in both YCbCrK and YYCC color spaces. In reality, even monochrome
images can benefit from subsampling. It is known that for higher compression ratios it is preferred to subsample
the image first and then apply higher quality JPEG compression,19 than to simply compress the image with lower
quality factor. The same is true for every color channel. What we need to understand is where the breakpoint lies.
We will show that in a 4D color space there is no need to subsample the chrominance channels, except for very high
compression ratios where the overall quality is compromised.

The color transformations to YCbCrK and YYCC are said to be data-independent because they are not dependent
on the image contents. Other methods such as those based on the KLT devise the transformation after computing
the input image statistics with the goal of decorrelating the input color planes. This concept has been known for a
quarter century and a good reference can be found in Pratt’s landmark book.20 It has recently been used with the
SPIHT and JPEG21 coders.

5. EXPERIMENTS AND THEIR RESULTS

For comparison, each method is evaluated through an RD curve plot, employing baseline JPEG. In all tests, to
maintain a common reference, only the example (default) quantizer and Huffman tables were used and the curves
were obtained by scaling the quantizer tables by a common multiplicative (“quality”) factor. The CMYK channels
as well as the luminance in YCbCrK and the transformed luminance channels in YYCC were subject to JPEG’s
default luminance table, while channels Cb and Cr were subject to the default chrominance tables.

Tests were performed for several printers and images. As discussed, each printer is associated to its own color
correction and printer model tables, so that for each printer a different set of CMYK values is generated. A number
of transform/compression configurations were tested: CMYK, YYCC with and without chrominance subsampling,
YCbCrK with and without chrominance subsampling, KLT-based using luminance table for all channels, KLT-based
using both luminance and chrominance tables. Distortion was computed as both S∆E and PSNR between the CMYK
data. For conciseness, only few representative results are presented in condensed form.

In Fig. 7, we show the RD plots comparing CMYK, YYCC, and YCbCrK averaged for all images, with and
without subsampling chrominance planes. Note that subsampling the chrominance is only advantageous for very low
bit-rates. The breakpoint for subsampling occurs at rates generally below 0.2 bits/pel (compression ratio larger than
160:1). Also, YYCC consistently outperforms the others in terms of S∆E and PSNR.

The reason for the great advantage of YYCC is the softening of edges in W, which has large contrast. Therefore,
in situations where this scenario does not occur one may expect less or no advantage in using YYCC. The lower the
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Figure 8. RD plots for another situation where there is little or no advantage in converting the image to YYCC: a
noisy scanned image prepared for the xerographic device.

correlation between Y and W, the smaller the advantage. The plots in Fig. 7 were averaged over several images,
which masks some individual but interesting results. For example, for one of the test images whose results are
shown in Fig. 8, the performance of CMYK independent compression is substantially better than the others for low
compression ratios. This particular test image is scanned printed material and still has strong halftone artifacts.
The more noise the lower the correlation among color planes. Tests were repeated for two other images of similar
nature and the results are consistent with that of Fig. 8, i.e. there is a breakpoint in compression ratio after which
it is advantageous not to transform the image.

Fig. 9 shows a comparison of compression in YYCC and CMYK color spaces against image-dependent KLT-based
transformations. The KLT-based method is presumed to be optimal in the sense of decorrelating the color planes.
However, it does not affect the spatial correlations and there is still the factor of matching the color transformation
to the compression scheme. In fact, as we discussed, spatial frequency of color images is a 5D problem.

Fig. 9 shows average RD plots for all images, for the xerographic printer, and using both S∆E and PSNR as
distortion measures. The two KLT plots represent two different compression schemes. In the first, all KLT-resulting
planes were subject to luminance quantizer tables in JPEG. In the second case, the two color planes with the higher
energy were subject to luminance quantizer tables while the other two were subject to chrominance quantizer tables.
The results in Fig. 9 indicate that the performance of YYCC comes very close to the image-adapted expensive
KLT-method which is presumed to be statistically optimal.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Results have shown that YYCC consistently outperforms YCbCrK for the devices tested. An interesting note is
the relation of the noise in color planes and the efficiency of the color transformation. The higher the noise in the
color planes the lower the correlation among planes and the smaller the advantage of color transformation. As a
result, for low compression of noisy halftoned images it is better to compress CMYK channels independently. Other
important experiment was carried to determine that for 4D spaces such as YYCC chrominance subsampling is not
desired for most bit-rates of interest. Finally, based on the results that the best of YYCC and CMYK is only slightly
inferior to the KLT-based method, we conclude that CMYK images can be efficiently compressed using a YYCC
color space, without chrominance subsampling. Transformation is not necessary for low-ratio compression of very
active (or noisy) images.
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